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Motors operating with frequency converters
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■ Overview

Converter-fed operation up to 500 V +10 % mains voltage

The standard insulation of the 1LA and 1LG motors is designed 
such that operation is possible on the converter at mains vol-
tages up to 460 V +10 % (for motor series 1LA8 to 500 V +10 %). 
This also applies for operation with a pulse-controlled AC con-
verter with voltage rise times of ts >0.1 µs at the motor terminals 
(IGBT transistors). At higher voltages, the motors require greater 
insulation resistance. Please inquire in the case of converter-fed 
operation with motors with protruding connection cables (order 
codes L44, L45, L47, L48, L49, L51 and L52).

The 1LA8 non-standard motors of the types specially identified 
for converter-fed operation (the 9th and 10th position of the 
Order No. is filled with “PB”, “PC” or “PE”) have an insulated 
motor bearing as standard at the non-drive end NDE (BS). The 
motors are equipped with standard insulation and standard ro-
tors and are suitable for mains-fed and converter-fed operation.

Converter-fed operation up to 690 V +10 % mains voltage

1LA5, 1LA7 and 1LG6 standard motors as well as 1LA8 and 
1PQ8 non-standard motors are also available with a higher insu-
lation resistance for operation on the converter with supply volt-
ages from 500 V ... 690 V (+10 %), and do not usually require a 
filter. These motors are identified by an “M” in the 10th digit of 
the Order No. (e.g. 1LA8315-2PM). With the reinforced insulat-
ing system, there is less space in the grooves in motor series 
1LA8 and 1PQ8 for the same number of windings compared to 
the normal version, which slightly reduces the rated output of 
these motors.

Converter-fed operation for motors in type of protection “d” 
up to 460 V + 10 % mains voltage

Siemens 1MJ asynchronous motors can be operated on the 
mains as well as on a converter as explosion-proof motors in 
type of protection Ex de IIC “Explosion-proof enclosure”.
In accordance with the test specifications, 1MJ motors must be 
equipped with PTC thermistors. 
When 1MJ motors are connected to converters, like the 1LA mo-
tors of the same output, depending on their load characteristics 
their maximum admissible torque must be reduced.
1MJ motors have a connection box in type of protection Ex e II 
“Increased safety” as standard.

Note:

Special measures are necessary in the case of high-speed
motors, especially when separately driven fans are used.
Please contact your local Siemens office for advice.

■ Benefits

Motors operating with frequency converters from Siemens offer 
the user numerous advantages:
• The motors feature the future-oriented insulation system 

DURIGNIT IR 2000 (IR = Inverter Resistant). The 
DURIGNIT IR 2000 insulating system is made up of high-qua-
lity enamel wires and insulating materials in conjunction with a 
resin impregnation which does not contain any solvents.

The specially developed motors on the frequency converter with 
special insulation are converter-compatible from 500 V to 690 V 
(+10 %).

■ Application

The motors can be used in numerous drive applications with 
variable-speed drives when they are combined with converters 
from the MICROMASTER and SINAMICS spectrum.

The wide field of implementation includes the following applica-
tions:
• Conveyor systems such as cranes, belts and lifting gear
• High-bay warehouses
• Packaging machines
• Automation and Drives

Their large range of mains voltages enables them to be used all 
over the world.




